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THE BEST AND BIGGEST ROBOTICS BOOK ON THE BLOCK—NOW BETTER THAN EVER—SUPERCHARGED WITH TWO TOP ROBOTICS AUTHORS! 

 Thousands of robot hobbyists -- and robots -- grew up on the first two editions on this book. Now Gordon McComb has partnered with fellow robotics enthusiast Myke Predko -- and together they've made this classic guide to building your very own robot more awesome than ever. Inside Robot Builder's Bonanza you'll find detailed plans for constructing robots that walk, see, feel, talk, listen, think -- and more! 

 Best of all, this book will make you want to build a robot -- and show you how you can! Packed with enthusiasm, fascinating science tidbits, field-tested projects, and modular organization to make it easy to invent and build your own designs, this best-seller puts it all together for anyone with the slightest curiosity about this fascinating hobby. Projects vary in complexity so everyone from novices to advanced hobbyists will find something to inspire and advance robot plans. 

 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO BUILD A ROBOT!
 Follow a plan or create your own design 

	Robot Basics 
	Parts and Tools 
	Practical Robotics Projects 
	Money-Saving Hacks 
	Construction Techniques: Plastic, Wood, & Metal  
	Computer and Electronic Control 
	Power, Motors, and Locomotion 
	Sensors and Navigation 
	Robot Programming 
	Tips, Tricks, and Tidbits 
	Avoiding Common Mistakes 
	List of Sources for Parts and Ideas


 FULLY ILLUSTRATED PLANS FOR 99 AMAZING ROBOTS
 NEW to the Third Edition: 

	30 Completely New Projects! 
	Hundreds of Helpful New Illustrations 
	Customizability Added to Every Project 
	More Materials and Tools You Can Use to Build Your Robots 
	State-of-the-Art Advances 
	More Help with Microcontrollers for the Beginner 
	Developments in Remote Control 
	Advanced Locomotion 
	Information to Turn Toys into Automatons 
	High-Tech Sensors 
	Suggestions for Robotics Competitions and Competing 
	75% Fewer Bad Jokes


About the Author
   
Gordon McComb is an avid electronics hobbyist who has written for TAB Books for a number of years. He wrote the best-selling Troubleshooting and Repairing VCRs (now in its third edition), Gordon McComb's Gadgeteer's Goldmine, and Lasers, Ray Guns, and Light Cannons.
 Myke Predko has 20 years experience in the design, manufacturing, and testing of electronic circuits. An experienced author, Myke wrote McGraw-Hill's best-selling 123 Robotics Projects for the Evil Genius; 123 PIC Microcontroller Experiments for the Evil Genius, PIC Microcontroller Pocket Reference; Programming and Customizing PIC Microcontrollers, Second Edition; Programming Robot Controllers; and other books, and is the principal designer of both TAB Electronics Build Your Own Robot Kits.         
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The Quick Resume & Cover Letter Book: Write and Use an Effective Resume in Only One Day (Quick Resume and Cover Letter Book)JIST Works, 2007

	The Quick Resume & Cover Letter Book, Fourth Edition, gives job seekers all the expert advice they need to stay ahead of competitors and land a great job. This book offers proven, proactive advice on how to create outstanding job search documents and use them efficiently. Readers learn to create a basic resume in an hour and an...
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Manual of Neurologic Therapeutics Seventh EditionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Once the last bastion of therapeutic nihilism, neurology has now clearly entered the era of intense therapy for virtually every class of disease that affects the nervous system. Consequently, the modern neurology department is now subdivided into a dozen clinical subspecialties, each with its own group of experts, often...
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Wireless Personal Area Networks: Performance, Interconnection, and Security with IEEE 802.15.4John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Wireless personal area networks and wireless sensor networks are rapidly gaining popularity, and the IEEE 802.15 Wireless Personal Area Working Group has defined no less than three different standards so as to cater to the requirements of different applications. One of them is the low data rate WPAN known as 802.15.4, which covers a broad range of...
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Head First Rails: A learner's companion to Ruby on Rails (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2009
Ready to transport your web applications into the Web 2.0 era? Head First Rails takes your programming -- and productivity -- to the max. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals of Rails scaffolding to building customized interactive web apps using Rails' rich set of tools and the MVC framework.
  
  By the time you're...
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Microsoft IIS 6 Delta Guide (Internet Information Server)Sams Publishing, 2003
Microsoft's Internet Information Server 6 is an Internet server program that works with the Windows Server 2003 operating system. IIS is Microsoft's answer in the Internet server market to Apache, the open source and #1 Internet server in use. In the US 9.7 million servers run IIS (28 percent of the market) powering 5.3 million .com domains....
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Automated Planning: Theory & Practice (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"In recent years, comprehensive texts have been written for several of the other major areas of Artificial Intelligence, including machine learning, natural-language processing, and constraint-satisfaction processing, but until now, the field of planning has been devoid of such a resource, despite the considerable number of advances in and the...
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